
 

 
Msgr. Bill’s Weekly Letter... 

Dear Parishioners, 
 

     Last week, I found this news about the EARN IT Act (Eliminating Abusive and Rampant Neglect of Interactive 
Technology). The National Center on Sexual Exploitation has worked diligently to bring this legislation from idea to 
law. It was passed by the Senate in 2020 but has staled for the last couple of years. It has been reintroduced. 
 

     I encourage everyone to contact our Senators and Representatives and tell them to work to pass this legislation to 
help protect our children and hold them responsible for the harm done to our young ones. It may need some tweaking, 
but holding people accountable is a good thing. 
      

     Last week an article from the Wall Street Journal added another layer of clarity. Peter Rex’s, Silicon Valley’s Secret 
Christians, makes a great point, Worst of all, the lack of 
faith encourages a moral vacuum in which tech itself is held 
up as a god. Absent the guardrails that come from religious           
tradition, is it any wonder tech is used to censor and                 
suppress? Is it any surprise that many tech companies are 
responsible for violations of privacy, value extraction, and    
the promotion of vice? (WSJ 10 Feb. 2022) 
 

     We, people of faith, hold to the truth of being made in the 
image of God, Then God said, “Let us make humankind in 
our image, according to our likeness, (Gen. 1:26, RSV). 
Christians and Jews hold this revelation with great fervor.           
It is unique among the many religions in our world.  
 

     When people lack faith, they will see other human beings 
not as equal in dignity but as instruments of profit. In the United States the porn industry brings in $380.00 every           
second and wor ldwide $3,800.00 every second. There are 420 million porn websites (or  more) r ight now. The 
growing sexualization of our children, especially girls, causes great harm to many, thank you TikTok.  
 

     We are not cogs in a machine! Every life matters because every life is a unique manifestation of God’s glory who is 
meant to love and be loved. No one has the right to use another for her or his pleasure. Every human being deserves 
respect even if they’re not so good. Each of us must work to build the human family that is whole, wholesome, and 
worthy of respect. 
 

     The National Center on Sexual Exploitation (https://endsexualexploitation.org/) diligently works to reduce the 
scourge of pornography by publicizing the dangers porn brings into people’s lives and exerting pressure in business and 
political arenas. I encourage you to visit this web site regularly. I know this is not an easy topic, but porn will not give 
up coming after our children.  
 

     There are several products available that block unwanted materials, and every home should install them on all the 
devices used by all members of the family. Some sites which offer these products are https://protectyoungeyes.com/ and 
https://www.covenanteyes.com/ but there are others. Integrity Restored https://integrityrestored.com/ and Reclaim  
Sexual Health https://www.reclaimsexualhealth.com/ are designed to help those caught up in sexual activity or have 
been harmed by it. The worst thing that can happen will occur if we do nothing. 
      

     I strongly encourage that at the dinner table all phones be placed in a basket on another table — family talk is more 
important! I strongly suggest that no phones be allowed in the bedrooms — the bedroom is made for sleeping NOT 
surfing the Internet, playing games, or talking to friends. I strongly suggest that you regularly check the history of the 
phones and computers. If there is no history most likely someone has been on a site, of which they should not have 
been. 
 

     Let us fight for our children’s holiness and safety.  
 pace - bene, 
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